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[Read Part I]

The Freedom-and-Predestination Conundrum—and What it Means to be a Star

St. Paul’s efforts to detach the nascent Christian message from the Jewish genome, but also from the
Torah and from the Old Testament’s eschatology (i.e., the belief that human history would witness a
final era of universal peace under the Torah’s universal rule), were carried out in a way reflecting what
can be called the humanitarian sacrificial ethnic mind. That is, the concern for promoting what one
perceives to fall within the interests of the whole of mankind even at the expense of what one
perceives to fall within one’s ethnic interests. In St. Paul’s case, it consisted of condoning the collective
sufferings of Jews as the counterpart of the duplicative success of Jewish-originated memes, those of
Christianity (in its Paulinian version), intended to bring “salvation” to humanity. In St. Paul, the emotional,
behavioural, manifestation of the tardier instinct for group-identification—that for group-identification to
one or more indeterminate groups whose level of genetic dissimilitude exceeds the level found in any
group whose members, at least to some strong or moderate extent, are all kin-related to each
other—was characterized by the coexistence (and tension) between, at least, group-identification of
some (incomplete) intensity to one’s ethnicity (beyond the level of one’s kinship within the ethnicity in
question) and group-identification of some stronger intensity to the whole of mankind.

In St. Paul, both the former group-identification to the whole of one’s ethnic group (and, accordingly,
the whole of the Jewish ethnicity in St. Paul’s case, both including the Jews of Judea and those of the
diaspora) and the latter group-identification to the whole of mankind stood beyond the level of group-
identification to one’s kinship; but the latter group-identification fueled a concern for perceived
humanitarian interests (i.e., what one perceives to fall within the interests of the whole of mankind) the
intensity of which was stronger than the intensity of the concern for what one perceives to fall within
one’s ethnic interests. Hence Saul of Tarsus came to present his own people as the deicide people
(thus legitimizing in his eyes the Christian hatred and persecution against them), while highlighting what
he claimed to be the God-election of Jews to prepare the coming of Jesus to propose salvation to all
humans. Whether the whole of St. Paul’s destiny was both God-undesigned and nonetheless known
(perfectly) in God before even St. Paul’s birth is an issue that cannot be properly addressed without
addressing (and properly addressing) the distinction between the earthly soul and the supramundane
soul. It cannot be properly addressed either without addressing (and properly addressing) the
distinction between the two kinds of operative effective free will respectively found in an earthly soul’s
human material host and in a supramundane soul.
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Just like any property is either relational or un-relational, any relational property is either active (i.e.,
consisting of some past or present active relation on the entity’s part) or passive (i.e., consisting of some
past or present passive relation on the entity’s part). Any active relational property falls either within the
entity’s relations with itself or within the entity’s relations with one or more other entities; but any
passive relational property falls within the entity’s relations with itself (rather than within the entity’s
relations with one or more other entities). Any passive relational property is an intrinsically necessary
property (whether of the weak kind—or of the strong kind); just like any active relational
property—except when it comes to that active relational property that is God’s incarnation into the
universe—is an extrinsically necessary property. Any extrinsically necessary property (at some point) is
the forced effect of the combination between the entity’s existence (at the concerned present
point—and, in the strict case of a material entity taken independently of the ideational realm, at some
anterior point as well), an intrinsically necessary property in the entity (at the concerned present
point—or, in the strict case of a material entity taken independently of the ideational realm, at some
anterior point instead), and one or more relational properties (whether of the active kind—or of the
passive kind) in the entity (at the concerned present point—or, in the strict case of a material entity
taken independently of the ideational realm, at the anterior point instead); just like any relational
extrinsically-necessary property (at some point) is an active-kind relational property (either falling within
the entity’s relations with itself—or within the entity’s relations with one or more other entities) that
comes as the forced effect of the combination between the entity’s existence (at the concerned
present point—and, in the strict case of a material entity taken independently of the ideational realm, at
some anterior point as well), an intrinsically necessary property in the entity (at the concerned present
point—or, in the strict case of a material entity taken independently of the ideational realm, at some
anterior point instead), and one or more relational properties (whether of the active kind—or of the
passive kind) in the entity (at the concerned present point—or, in the strict case of a material entity
taken independently of the ideational realm, at the anterior point instead).

The active-kind relational property in God (at some point) that is God’s efficiently-causing some soul is
an extrinsically necessary property whose existential, relational, and intrinsically-necessary causes are
temporally simultaneous (rather than anterior or ulterior) to the relational property in question (and to
the soul in question); but the active-kind relational property in God (at some point) that is God’s
incarnating Himself into the universe is a strong-kind intrinsically necessary property remaining
throughout God’s existence by strong-kind intrinsic necessity.

Any soul at some point is either supramundane or earthly: it is supramundane when inhabiting the
ideational realm (rather than the material realm), and earthly when inhabiting the material realm (rather
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than the ideational realm). Though any soul finds itself (at every point) to be an ideational entity, any
earthly soul finds itself (at every point) part of the material realm. As any earthly soul finds itself lodging
within a material entity in the material realm and endowing its material host with, only, consciousness, a
conscious material entity can be called a material entity even though the soul inhabiting it is, for its part,
an ideational entity.

At any point, and in any volitional entity (i.e., any entity endowed with willingness), free will consists of a
will in which not a single effect with one or more efficient causes is present; what is both tantamount to
speaking of a will in which not a single effect is present—and tantamount to speaking of a will that is not
operating at all. At any point, and in any volitional entity (i.e., any entity endowed with willingness),
effective free will consists of a will in which not a single forced effect with one or more efficient causes
is presents. Yet effective free will both admits an operative modality, which consists of a will in which
effects are present, but effects that are all random effects with one or more efficient causes; and a not-
operative modality, which consists of a will in which not a single effect (whether random or forced) with
one or more efficient causes is present. What is tantamount to speaking of a will that is not operating at
all. At any point, and in any volitional entity (i.e., any entity endowed with willingness), servile operative
will consists of a will in which effects are present, but effects that are all extrinsically necessary
properties.

At any point, and in any volitional entity (i.e., any entity endowed with willingness), any effect present in
willingness is either a goal or a means: in both cases, an object in willingness. At any point, and in any
volitional entity (i.e., any entity endowed with willingness), any object in an operating will that is then
completely servile is the forced (rather than random) effect of the combination between the entity’s
present existence, the entity’s existence at some anterior point, one or more relations on the entity’s
part at that anterior point, and that intrinsically necessary property (whether of the strong kind) in the
entity at that anterior point that is servile operative willingness; just like, at any point, and in any
volitional entity (i.e., any entity endowed with willingness), any object in an operating will that is then
completely-effective free will is the random (rather than forced) effect of the combination between the
entity’s present existence, the entity’s existence at some anterior point, one or more relations on the
entity’s part at that anterior point, and that strong-kind intrinsically necessary property in the entity at
that anterior point that is operative effective free will. In volitional-kind material entities, the endowment
with operative effective free will cannot be exhibited at the anterior point in question without being part
of the substantial essence, i.e., without being a strong-kind intrinsically necessary constitutive property
both innate and permanent by strong-kind intrinsic necessity; but, for its part, the endowment with
servile operative will can be exhibited at the anterior point in question while being external to the
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substantial essence.

In the human (taken independently of the ideational realm), the substantial property that is operative
effective free will is indeed of a suspensible kind, i.e., of a kind consisting of allowing for the suspension
every now and then of operative effective free will for the benefit of servile operative will. When
occurring in a human, one way such suspension can occur is as the work of some emotional instinct
whose solicitation is then too much powerful with respect to the degree to which (at the considered
moment) one’s operative effective free will is not suspensible; but another way such suspension can
occur is as the work of some bewitcher whose spell has rendered one unable (at the considered
moment) to resist any of the bewitcher’s instructions. Accordingly two modalities of servile operative
will in the human are willingness in which all objects (at some point) are the forced (rather than random)
effect of the combination between the concerned human’s existence at that point in time, his existence
at some anterior point, the especially intense solicitation of one or more emotional instincts in him at
the anterior point, and the strong-kind intrinsically necessary property in him at the anterior point that is
his willingness’s inability to resist such intensity in the solicitation of the instincts in question when the
degree to which his effective operative free will is un-suspensible is such as the degree found at the
anterior point; and willingness in which all objects (at some point) are the forced (rather than random)
effect of the combination between the concerned human’s existence at that point in time, his existence
at some anterior point, his receiving instructions from some bewitcher at the anterior point, and the
strong-kind intrinsically necessary property in him at the anterior point that is his inability to resist any of
some bewitcher’s commandments when completely put under the latter’s grip. In the human (taken
independently of the ideational realm), the substantial property that is operative effective free will is not
only of a suspensible kind; it is, besides, of a praxeologically forced kind, i.e., of a kind consisting for the
articulation between means and goals (at some point) of being ruled by a number of praxeological
laws.

A praxeological law in a volitional entity’s willingness (at some point) consists of a formal regularity in
the articulation between means and goals (at some point) that is correspondent to a dispositional innate
property in the entity in question with strong intrinsic necessity and strong intrinsically necessary
permanence that is, in turn, of the strong kind, i.e., of a kind that consists for the disposition in question
of operating whenever some circumstances are present. At every point in the supramundane soul
(taken independently of the material realm), willingness is not only of an operative effective free will; it
is, besides, of a praxeologically-random and not-suspensible kind, i.e., of a kind consisting for
willingness in the supramundane soul of being neither ruled by the slightest praxeological law nor prey
to the slightest risk of suspension. At every point in a human’s mind, consciousness and willingness are
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respectively a property in the ideational entity that is the earthly soul inhabiting his brain—and a
property in the material entity that is the brain in question. Precisely the mind (in the strict case of those
mind-endowed entities that are material), instead of being itself an entity, is an assemblage between
two entities, one ideational (which is the earthly soul) and one material (which is the brain).

At every point in a supramundane soul, both willingness and consciousness fall within the properties
found in the supramundane soul; but, at every point in an earthly soul, the properties found in the latter
exclude willingness. In any volitional entity endowed at some point with operative effective free will
(whether it is a supramundane soul), self-determination in one’s willingness cannot but be extrinsic
(rather than intrinsic), i.e., relative to one or more efficient causes (rather than independent of the
slightest efficient cause). Just like any operative effective free will is self-determined willingness, any
self-determined willingness is extrinsically (rather than intrinsically) self-determined willingness. Just
like any operation of willingness at some point is either of an active kind or a passive kind, it is of an
active kind when exhibiting one or more means (and not only one or more goals) among its objects, and
of a passive kind when all its objects are goals (rather than means). At every point, the part of God’s
willingness that is His active willingness is (completely) expressed through the sorting, actualizing,
pulse that unifies God and which stands as the efficient cause of all the ideational essences other than
the Chi. Both the souls (whether earthly or supramundane) and the ideational essences (including the
Idea of the Chi) are extrinsically necessary entities that are (at every point) both eternal by strong-kind
intrinsic necessity and eternal in a strong-kind intrinsically necessarily remaining mode.

Accordingly, both the souls and the ideational essences are unsubstantial though eternal entities.
What’s more, while any ideational essence other than the Chi’s Idea is an extrinsically necessary
ideational entity whose efficient cause is jointly internal (rather than external) to the ideational realm,
situated in the Chi’s Idea, and temporally simultaneous (rather than prior) to the ideational sorting,
actualizing, pulse’s existence, both the Idea of the Chi and the souls (whether earthly or supramundane)
are extrinsically necessary ideational entities whose efficient cause is jointly internal (rather than
external) to the ideational realm, situated in God, and temporally simultaneous (rather than prior) to their
existence. The Chi’s idea and, beyond the Chi’s Idea, all the ideational essences are respectively a God-
causation and God-components of which God is nonetheless independent; but, for their part, the souls
(whether extramundane or earthly) are all God-causations that are external (rather than internal) to God.
In metaphorical terms, God is a fire whose sparks the souls are; but those are sparks whose efficient
cause, their erupting from the fire’s crackling, is simultaneous (rather than anterior) to their existence
outside of the fire. Also, those are sparks which, instead of being made of fire throughout their
existence, are irremediably made of water so long as they do not prove worthy (in God’s eyes) of being
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turned into fire-made sparks. Those are—until they prove worthy of becoming fire-made and,
accordingly, divine—water-made sparks in which nothing is divine. Those liquefied sparks of God that
are the earthly souls are not-volitional components of volitional material entities endowed with
suspensible-kind operative effective free willingness in the material realm (taken independently of the
ideational realm); but those sparks of Him that are the supramundane souls are volitional entities
endowed with not-suspensible-kind operative effective free willingness in the ideational realm (taken
independently of the material realm).

The freedom-and-predestination conundrum can be put as follows. Does God perfectly, completely,
know the destiny of every human being (for instance, St. Paul) even before his birth because the destiny
of every human being is God-designed? Or does He perfectly, completely, know the destiny of every
human being because, despite Him having nothing to do with the destiny of any human being, His
omniscience allows Him to know the use any human being will make of his suspensible-kind operative
effective free will? The answer I propose, which comes as a synthesis between those two approaches,
is that the destiny of every human being is both God-designed in the material realm taken from the
angle of its (passive) incarnation-relationship to God; and nonetheless chosen by a correspondent
supramundane soul whose choice, made in the ideational realm taken from the angle of its (active)
incarnation-relationship to the material realm, is both God-undesigned (as the choice in question makes
use of un-suspensible-kind operative effective free will) and completely, perfectly, God-known even
before the choice is made. One’s destiny (as a material entity) is to be taken in the sense of a path,
unfolding, for one’s material existence that has been prefixed, pre-established, before one’s starting-to-
exist and even before the starting-to-exist of anything in the universe.

In the material realm taken independently of its incarnation-relationship to the ideational realm, any
human being is (at every point) completely endowed with operative effective free will (though of a
suspensible-kind) in his substantial essence; what, despite the suspensible character of operative
effective free will in humans, prevents the path, unfolding, of material existence in any human being
from being ruled by some destiny. In the material realm taken from the angle of its incarnation-
relationship to the ideational realm, any human being is (at every point) both completely endowed in his
substantial essence with suspensible operative effective free will with regard to matter; and
nonetheless completely endowed with servile operative will with regard to his ideational essence, in
which the whole of his material existence’s path, unfolding, is engraved. Destiny is real for any material
entity (whether it is human); but, instead of being a property in a material entity, it is a property in one’s
ideational essence as a material entity.
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At every point in the sorting, actualizing, pulse’s operation in the ideational realm (taken from the angle
of its incarnation-relationship to the material realm), some ideational essences are God-concretized and
others, for their part, God-dismissed, i.e., God-selected to get forever un-concretized. As, at every point
in the ideational realm (taken from the angle of its incarnation-relationship to the material realm), time is
vertical (rather than horizontal) and every supramundane soul has a complete, perfect, vision both of
the whole of the ideational essences and of the whole operation of the sorting, actualizing, pulse, every
supramundane soul enjoys, at every point, perfect omniscience with respect to the past, present, and
future of the universe. Accordingly, when (at some point in the ideational realm taken from the angle of
its incarnation-relationship to the material realm), a supramundane soul is embarking for an earthly stay,
i.e., embarking for its becoming an un-volitional, earthly, soul that will be inhabiting a volitional
conscious material entity (whether of a human kind), the supramundane soul knows everything (in a
perfect mode) about what will be the path, unfolding, of the material existence it’s about to enter. That
is, the supramundane soul knows everything about the destiny that awaits it here below, which is
engraved within the ideational essence correspondent to that material entity which the supramundane
soul is about to enter. Even though any supramundane soul, when choosing some material entity here
below for its upcoming earthly stay, makes such choice with un-suspensible operative effective free
will, the vertical (rather than horizontal) character of time in the ideational realm allows in God perfect
omniscience (at every point) about which earthly stay any of the supramundane souls will choose at
some point.

Any earthly soul is part of a conscious-kind and volitional-kind material entity (whether it is, besides, of
a human kind). Though any of the different material existences that are, here below, experimented in
earthly souls is God-designed (with the material realm being taken from the angle of its incarnation-
relationship to the ideational realm), the choice in supramundane souls that is, in the beyond, made of
one or the other of those different material existences is, for its part, God-undesigned (whether the
ideational realm is taken independently of its incarnation-relationship to the material realm). Both the
God-designed earthly stay experimented in some earthly soul—and the God-undesigned choice made
(of some earthly stay) in some supramundane soul—are nonetheless God-known (and God-known in a
perfect, complete, mode) before even starting to exist. Upon a conscious volitional material entity’s
death, the earthly soul which used to inhabit the entity in question becomes supramundane again and,
accordingly, gains back its willingness (and un-suspensible-kind operative effective free willingness).
Only those supramundane souls who, just after some earthly stay (as an earthly supramundane soul),
are turned into divine supramundane souls see the whole of their earthly stays (experienced over the
course of their eternal existence) becoming part of their pasts for the rest of their eternal existence.
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A divine entity is to be taken in the sense of a creative conscious volitional entity (i.e., a creating
conscious volitional entity which creates in the field of ideas, and the creation of which in that field is
inspirationally rather than descriptively made) that is, if not worthy of being adored, at least able to
intervene with exceptional creativeness (i.e., exceptionally inspirationally made creation of exceptional
novelty in terms of ideas, whether such creation is translated into other-than-idea matter) in the
regulation, creation, and renewal of the cosmos (or in part of all of that); and which is even able to
transgress the rules of the cosmos in its creation powers (whatever the extent of those powers). Any
divine entity is ideational (rather than material); but only God is that kind of divine entity that is worthy of
being adored. Any divine entity that is other than God is a supramundane soul; but, just like no earthly
soul is divine, not any supramundane soul is divine. Reconnecting oneself with God (as a
supramundane soul) is to be taken in the sense, not of merging with God again, but instead of
becoming fire-made while remaining (strictly) distinct from the divine fire. In order for some
supramundane soul to reconnect itself with the divine fire of which it is a water-made spark, a
necessary, sufficient, condition consists of the divine fire’s turning the spark in question into a divine,
fire-made, spark.

In order for the divine fire to turn some water-made supramundane soul into a divine supramundane
soul, a necessary, sufficient, condition consists of the divine fire’s judging the spark in question worthy
to be turned (into a fire-made spark) and proposing the spark in question to turn the latter (into a fire-
made spark); and of the water-made spark’s accepting to get God-turned (into a fire-made spark). Any
supramundane soul which, at some point, is God-proposed to get God-turned into a divine
supramundane soul is one which, at that point in time, is wanting (and about to accept) to get God-
turned into a divine supramundane; just like any supramundane soul which, at some point, is God-
judged to be worthy to get God-turned into a divine supramundane soul is one which, at that point in
time, is God-proposed (or about to get God-proposed) to get turned into a divine supramundane soul.

A necessary, sufficient, condition in order for some supramundane soul to get God-judged worthy (and
God-proposed) to become fire-made, divine, lies in the supramundane soul’s having experienced (as an
earthly soul) a number of earthly stays in which it rendered itself worthy (at the end of the last of those
stays), in the eyes of God, to become fire-made, i.e., divine. In turn, a necessary, sufficient, condition in
order for some supramundane soul to have, in a number of past earthly stays, rendered itself worthy (at
the end of the last of those stays), in the eyes of the divine fire, to get turned into a fire-made, i.e., divine,
soul, lies in the supramundane soul’s having rendered itself (as an earthly soul) sufficiently heroic (at the
end of the last of those stays) to get God-judged to be worthy to get turned into a divine
supramundane soul.
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Heroism and exploit are to be taken respectively in the sense of the accomplishing (as a material entity)
of one or more exploits; and in the sense of an act that is jointly exceptionally creative (i.e.,
characterized with the mind’s creation of one or more exceptionally creative ideas), exceptionally
successful (i.e., characterized with the complete fulfillment of an exceptionally hard goal), and
exceptionally endangering for one’s material subsistence. No earthly stay in a conscious volitional
material entity other than human can allow to render oneself (as an earthly soul) sufficiently heroic (at
the end of the stay in question) to get God-judged (as a supramundane soul) to be worthy to get God-
turned into a divine supramundane soul (after the stay in question); even when adding the degree to
which one would render oneself heroic in the stay in question to the respective degrees to which one
would render oneself heroic in a number of past other stays in some conscious volitional material
entities other than human.

To render oneself (as an earthly soul) sufficiently heroic at the end of one’s ongoing earthly stay (to get
God-judged, as a supramundane soul, to be worthy to get God-turned into a divine supramundane
soul), one inescapably has to have been experiencing a number of human material existences; and to
become sufficiently heroic (to get God-judged, as a supramundane soul, to be worthy to get God-
turned into a divine supramundane soul) at the end of a human material existence (whether one also
experienced a number of material existences other than human). When some supramundane soul
reconnects itself with God, i.e., becomes divine alongside God (while remaining strictly distinct from
God), the soul systemically does it just after getting out of its experiencing (as an earthly soul) a human
material existence.

What’s more, when some supramundane soul reconnects itself with God, i.e., becomes divine
alongside God (while remaining strictly distinct from God), the soul is systemically about to admire and
advise the sorting, actualizing, pulse’s operation for the rest of the soul’s eternal existence; and all its
earthly stays experienced over the course of its eternal existence are systemically about to become
part of the soul’s past for the rest of the soul’s eternal existence. As soon as a supramundane soul was
just turned into a divine soul, it is divine for the rest of its eternal existence and, for the rest of its eternal
existence, henceforth in a position to intervene with exceptional creativeness in the regulation, creation,
and renewal of the cosmos and even in a position to transgress the rules of the cosmos in its creation
powers; but, when it comes to regulating, creating, or renewing the cosmos directly, the soul in
question, throughout the rest of its eternal existence, won’t make a single use of any of its creation
powers. Instead the soul that was just turned into a divine soul will only make use of its creation powers
in a way consisting of making use of its creativeness to advise God in His regulation and renewal of the
cosmos.
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It is worth specifying that, though God is (at every point) in a complete position to transgress the rules of
the universe in His continuous creation, He completely abstains (at every point) from doing such a thing.
Also, it is worth specifying that, though any divine ideational entity is (at every point) able to produce
ideas in its very own mind, any idea it may produce is irremediably of an ideational (rather than material)
kind, i.e., of a firmness-less (rather than firmness-endowed) kind. Besides the mistake in René Descartes
that was his claiming (in his Discourse on the Method notably) the absence of mind in any other-than-
human living material entity, another Cartesian mistake was his identifying (in The Passions of the Soul
notably) the mind to the soul—and, in turn, the soul to a substance.

The mind is to be taken in the sense of what, in some mind-endowed ideational or material entity,
produces and hosts ideas. Just like mind is either of an ideational or material kind, it is either of a
volitional or un-volitional kind; but mind in some mind-endowed entity is systemically conscious, what
is tantamount to saying that any mind-endowed entity is conscious. Though any mind-endowed
volitional entity is a conscious entity, not any conscious entity is a mind-endowed volitional entity; no
more than any mind-endowed volitional entity is an ideational entity. Though any ideational entity is a
consciousness-endowed entity, not any ideational entity is of a volitional nor of a mind-endowed kind;
no more than any volitional conscious entity is of a material kind. Not any creation occurs in the field of
ideas; but any creation made by a mind-endowed entity either consists of some creation in the field of
ideas (whether the created idea or ideas are creative, i.e., inspirationally made rather than descriptively)
or of some creation in the field of other-than-idea matter that occurs as the translation of some creation
on the entity’s part in the field of ideas. In conscious volitional material entities, not any creative act (i.e.,
not any act characterized with one or more creative created ideas) is an exploit; but any exceptionally
creative act (whether creativeness is translated from the mind into other-than-idea matter) in conscious
volitional material entities is an exploit.

The soul is to be taken in the sense of that kind of conscious ideational entity that is a spark of God
(rather than a component of Him), which is either volitional and mind-endowed (when supramundane)
or un-volitional and mindless (when earthly). In any conscious material entity (including human), the
mind, instead of being a full-fledged entity (like Descartes wrongly believes), is actually an assemblage
between the soul and the brain; just like, in any conscious material entity (including human), willingness,
instead of being a property found in the soul (like Descartes wrongly believes), is actually one found in
the brain. When occurring (at some point) in a conscious material entity, any volition (i.e., any operation
of willingness), any thought-process, and any intellective creation (i.e., any creation of one or more
ideas, whether descriptively or inspirationally) occur within the brain (rather than within the earthly soul);
but consciousness, when present (at some point) in a conscious material entity, is present as a
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substantial property (i.e., a property falling within the substantial natural material essence) whose
presence in the material entity has nothing to do with the brain but instead everything to do with the
soul.

The substantial property in that generic material entity that is the human of being made in God’s image
is to be taken in a virtual sense. Namely that man (in his substantial natural material essence), on the
one hand, finds himself to be occupying an intermediate rank between that kind of a living material
entity that is endowed with chaotic instincts and that kind of entity that is like-divine (rather than divine
stricto sensu); and, on the other hand, finds himself endowed with suspensible operative effective free
will which he cannot but make use of (and make use of in some specific, correspondent, way) if he’s to
fulfill what in him is virtually in God’s image. The constitutive (though neither natural nor substantial)
property found at some point in some human who, at that point in time, has rendered himself like-
divine of being like-divine is to be taken in the concrete (rather than virtual) sense of having fulfilled
what in him is virtually made in God’s image. Such fulfillment is one that consists, not of reaching some
final, optimal, degree in the fulfillment in question, but instead of progressing sufficiently (though
endlessly) in the fulfillment in question, in which no optimal degree (whether attainable) is conceivable.
Just like heroism and exploit are the (sole) key to fulfilling sufficiently what in oneself (as a human) is in
God’s image, such fulfillment through heroism and exploit is reached, finalized, only in one’s ongoing
material existence (as a human) though its execution occurs in a number (not necessarily one) of human
earthly stays for one’s earthly soul (as a human).

The Cartesian approach to a human’s soul as an ideational entity finding itself located (exclusively)
within the pineal gland is nonetheless a worthy-of-being-saved approach, which is quite consistent
with the location of a human’s suprasensible ability (i.e., a human’s ability to reach direct perception of
all or part of the ideational realm) within (exclusively) the pineal gland. Divination is to be taken in the
sense of the gaining knowledge of all or part of the future in the cosmos (though irremediably in a
mode that is, at best, approximative) through perceptual access to some step of reality that stands
above the step that is other-than-Chi and other-than-angel matter. That material entity that is the Chi,
which both allows the emergent properties to get caused (whether efficiently) and the entities to get
caused (whether efficiently), without efficiently-causing itself the slightest entity nor causing itself
(whether efficiently) the slightest property, finds itself enveloping (at every point) every other entity in
the cosmos as mere energy. That energy is, besides, of a vibratory kind. An entity that is, at some point,
finalized is to be taken in the sense of an entity that is, at some point, spurred (whether appropriately) in
some direction, whether the direction in question is internal (i.e., pursued by the entity—whether means
are mobilized) or external (i.e., fixed by another entity) or both. Any entity that is, at some point, internally
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finalized is, at every point, a volitional entity (and reciprocally); but not any entity that is, at some point,
externally finalized is, at that point in time, a volitional entity. (Any entity that is, at some point, volitional
is volitional at every point; just like any entity that is, at some point, mind-endowed is mind-endowed at
every point. Any material entity that is, at some point, conscious is conscious at every point; just like any
conscious material entity is, at every point, of a volitional kind.) At every point, the Chi is un-finalized
(both internally and externally) when considered independently of its incarnation-relationship to the
sorting, actualizing, pulse in the ideational realm; and nonetheless finalized (both internally and
externally) when considered from the angle of that incarnation-relationship.

Accordingly, the Chi, at every point, is both deprived of any directional vibration when taken
independently of its incarnation-relationship to the sorting, actualizing, pulse in the ideational realm;
and endowed with some directional vibrations when taken from the angle of that incarnation-
relationship. A directional vibration in the Chi (with the latter being taken from the angle of its
incarnation-relationship) is to be taken in the sense of a vibration in the Chi that indicates some Chi-
pursued goal (in view of which a number of other vibrations in the Chi serve as means—and appropriate
means appropriately used—in the Chi); and which, accordingly, reveals part of the future in the cosmos.
Any vibration serving as some means in the Chi is an appropriate means appropriately used. As the Chi
envelops every other entity in the universe (at every point), the vibrations constitutive of the Chi are
spread out throughout every other entity in the universe. As concerns those vibrations constitutive of
the Chi (with the latter being taken from the angle of its incarnation-relationship) that are directional,
two ways as a human of gaining knowledge of all or part of the directional vibrations that are, at some
point, enveloping oneself, resonating around oneself, respectively lie in tarotmancy—and in the use of a
divinatory pendulum. In both cases, the knowledge one may gain is, at best, approximative. While
tarotmancy and the divinatory pendulum both fall within a modality of divination that lies in perceptual
access to that level of reality that is the Chi, a whole other modality of divination is the one that lies in
perceptual access to the ideational realm.

Yet another modality of divination, which has nothing do with the Chi-level of reality nor with the
ideational level of reality, is the one that lies in perceptual access to a number of revelations made by
one or more angels about all or part of the future in the cosmos. In his writing The Book of the Law
under the guidance of Aiwass, Aleister Crowley enjoyed divination of that sort, which is, at best,
approximative in any human (even Crowley) as angels cannot but communicate in such a way that their
message’s reception is, at best, approximative in any human. That modality of freedom that is implicitly
dealt with in The Book of the Law, which can be called starlit freedom (as it is relative to what it,
metaphorically, means for some conscious volitional material entity to be a star), is claimed in the book
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in question to lie in doing (and wanting) what one’s will would want should one know (and espouse)
one’s destiny. Crowley’s received-from-Aiwass precept that one (as a human) should do (and want)
what one’s will would be should one know (and espouse) one’s destiny is (quite cryptically) put as
follows in The Book of the Law. “Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.” As for “Every man and
every woman is a star,” another claim made in The Book of the Law, it makes use of the star’s metaphor
in, at least, two distinct ways. Namely, on the one hand, that every human is endowed with that eternal
and immaterial entity that is a soul, which makes him look like that seemingly eternal and immaterial
entity that is a star in the night sky; and, on the other hand, that every human has some unique and
precise destiny ascribed to him here below (like every star has some unique and precise position
ascribed to it in the night sky).

In Crowley’s writings, the (respective) soul found in every human contains some divine part, the deepest
part, which expects him to fulfill his destiny through fulfilling what his will would be should he be
knowing (and espousing) his destiny: in Crowley’s terms, through fulfilling his “true will.” Unless made
use of in some imprecise way (like it is in Crowley’s writings), the star’s metaphor applied to a human
being should be intended as follows. What makes every human being a star is not only that every
human has some unique destiny that is unique to him; it is that every human has some unique destiny
which, besides, is engraved from all eternity within his Idea.

As for the star’s freedom, it is not to want what one would want (and do) should one fulfill (and espouse)
one’s destiny; it is to know directly the Idea where one’s destiny is fixed. In other words, to be free is not
(for some star) to fulfill its very own destiny written in heaven (which is inevitable for any human being);
it is to grasp directly what the highest will wants for the star in question, that will that expresses itself in
the slightest recesses and dust heaps in the universe. Precisely that psychical state (in the human) that
is mindfulness, which cannot but be enjoyed (at some point) in a way that is, at best, approximative, is
one which allows one to gain (at some point) direct suprasensible knowledge of all or part of one’s
ideational essence’s content; what is tantamount to speaking of direct knowledge of all or part of one’s
ideational essence. That psychical state (in the human) that is mindfulness is also one which allows one
to increase (at some point) the degree of one’s enjoyment (throughout one’s existence) of that
component of human happiness that is human plenitude—namely that component of happiness in the
human that applies throughout a human’s existence.

Though that component of plenitude in the human that lies in persevering in one’s intactness
throughout one’s material existence, which I propose to call “natural plenitude,” is to be distinguished
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from that component that I propose to call “supranatural plenitude,” which lies in authoring exploits
regularly throughout one’s material existence, both natural and supranatural plenitudes in the human
can see the degree to which they’re (throughout a human’s existence) enjoyed being increased (at
some point) through mindfulness. In humans, both the enjoyment degree of any component of
plenitude—and the enjoyment degree of all or part of one’s ideational essence’s content—cannot be
experienced fully at some point. When occurring in some human, the direct suprasensible knowledge
of all or part of one’s ideational essence’s content cannot but occur in an ideationally, materially,
interfered mode, i.e., in a mode that both witnesses a number of ideational interferences (preventing
any precision in one’s suprasensible reach) and a number of material interferences (preventing any
precision in one’s suprasensible reach). Some kind of ideational interference intervening in any
suprasensible reach of all or part of one’s ideational essence’s content—and some kind of material
interference intervening in any suprasensible reach of all or part of one’s ideational essence’s
content—respectively lie in that interference that is one’s suprasensible reach’s finding itself majorly
blinded by the light emanating from the ideational essence in question; and in that interference that is
one’s suprasensible reach’s finding itself majorly diverted, lowered, by one’s perception (whether visual)
of some material entities surrounding us.

The human pineal gland’s ability to perceive in a direct suprasensible mode (though only with a number
of interferences, both ideational and material) all or part of the ideational realm (or of some ideational
essence within the latter) is the mark of the fact for the earthly soul occupying the gland in question of
possessing the ability in question as a kind of connection with the ideational realm from which it
originates. Though the earthly soul only brings consciousness within its material host (instead of
bringing also willingness and mind), and is deprived of any mind and willingness within the material
host, the fact that the material host’s consciousness is located within the soul (and within the soul only)
both makes that the use the material host makes of its very own mind and willingness is to be imputed
(and imputed only) to the host throughout the host’s (material) existence; and that the use in question is
to be imputed (and imputed only) to the soul as soon as the soul has become supramundane again.

In other words, when some soul leaves what was its material host here below (and, accordingly,
becomes supramundane), it inherits from its past material host the imputatibility to oneself (and to
oneself only) of everything the host did throughout the host’s material existence. In any earthly soul,
elevation towards God, what can be called spiritual elevation, lies in rendering oneself sufficiently
heroic in one’s experiencing of a number of earthly stays; just like, in any (un-divine) supramundane
soul, having rendered oneself sufficiently heroic (as an earthly soul) to get God-judged worthy (as an
un-divine supramundane soul) to get God-turned into a divine supramundane soul lies in having
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rendered oneself (as an earthly soul) sufficiently heroic and, accordingly, sufficiently like-divine. In
humans, not any earthly soul finds itself occupying a human who renders the soul whose host he is
sufficiently like-divine at the end of the soul’s ongoing earthly stay; but any earthly soul finds itself
occupying a human who, at every point in the soul’s ongoing earthly stay, finds himself unable to
escape (whether fully or partly) compliance with what his ideational essence’s content and will are
about.

A Renewal and Unification of Freedom’s Understanding—and Additional Remarks on Spinoza and
Aleister Crowley

A material entity is to be taken in the sense of an entity endowed with some kind of firmness,
consistency (for instance: an atom, the void, an idea in a dog’s mind, an information, or mere energy);
just like an ideational entity (i.e., an Idea) is to be taken in the sense of an entity devoid of any firmness,
consistency. As much the souls as the ideational essences as God are Ideas, i.e., are ideational entities;
but no entity, whether it is material or ideational, is devoid of any compositional property. To be
endowed with one or more material efficient causes is to be taken in the sense of having one or more
of one’s efficient causes (or even all of one’s efficient causes) that are material, i.e., that are lying in one
or more material other entities; just like to be endowed with one or more ideational efficient causes is to
be taken in the sense of having one or more of one’s efficient causes (or even all of one’s efficient
causes) that are ideational, i.e., that are lying in one or more ideational other entities.

Self-determination in one’s willingness is commonly thought to be free will; but self-determination in
one’s willingness is instead a modality of that component of free will that I propose to call “effective
free will.” While free will actually lies in the absence (at least, at some point) of any endured effect with
one or more efficient causes in one’s willingness, the component of free will that is effective free will,
which is commonly thought (wrongly) to be free will itself (rather than a component of the latter), lies in
the absence (at least, at some point) of any endured forced effect with one or more efficient causes in
one’s willingness.

Precisely, the fact for one’s willingness of jointly enduring not a single forced effect efficiently-
caused—and enduring some efficiently-caused effect nonetheless—at some point, i.e., the fact for
one’s willingness of completely self-determining at some point, comes as the operative modality of
effective free will. Just like the operative modality of the material component of effective free will lies in
the fact for one’s willingness of self-determining (at least, at some point) with regard to matter (i.e., of
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jointly enduring not a single forced effect with one or more material efficient causes and enduring
some effect with one or more material efficient causes nonetheless: at least, at some point), the
operative modality of the ideational component of effective free will lies in the fact for one’s willingness
of self-determining (at least, at some point) with regard to Idea (i.e., of jointly enduring not a single
forced effect with one or more ideational efficient causes and enduring some effect with one or more
ideational efficient causes nonetheless: at least, at some point). Just like any object (whether it is a
means or a goal), at some point, for an ideational entity’s willingness completely self-determined, at
that point in time, with regard to Idea comes as an extrinsically contingent property (of a certain kind),
any object (whether it is a means or a goal), at some point, for a material entity’s willingness completely
self-determined, at that point in time, with regard to matter comes as an extrinsically contingent
property (of a certain kind).

Conscious will is only a certain kind of will; just like effective free will (whether it is conscious) and
conscious effective free will are respectively a certain kind of will and a certain kind of effective free
will. Just like any object (whether it is a means or a goal), at some point, in a volitional entity’s (operative)
willingness is a property in said willingness (and reciprocally), any object (whether it is a means or a
goal), at some point, in a volitional entity’s (operative) willingness endowed, at that point in time, with
operative effective free will (were the latter suspensible) is an extrinsically contingent property that
comes as a random (rather than forced) product of the fact that the entity’s present existence finds
itself added to the combination (at some point before) between the entity’s existence, one or more
relations on the entity’s part, and the property innate (or eternal) and intrinsically necessary (of the
strong kind) not less than permanent in a strong intrinsically necessary mode that is the entity’s
endowment with operative effective free will (were the latter suspensible).

Thus any object (whether it is a means or a goal), at some point, in a conscious volitional entity’s
willingness endowed, at that point in time, with operative effective free will (were the latter suspensible)
is an extrinsically contingent property that comes as a random (rather than forced) product of the fact
that the entity’s present existence finds itself added to the combination (at some point before) between
the entity’s existence, one or more relations on the entity’s part, and the property innate (or eternal) and
intrinsically necessary (of the strong kind) not less than permanent in a strong intrinsically necessary
mode that is the entity’s endowment with conscious operative effective free will (were the latter
suspensible). No volitional entity (whether it is conscious—and whether it is ideational) is ever in a
position to experiment the absence of the slightest object in its willingness at some point (i.e., in a
position to experiment complete free will at some point); just like no volitional entity (whether it is
conscious—and whether it is ideational) is ever in a position to experiment (whether completely—or
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partly) operative effective free will in an intrinsic (rather than extrinsic) mode at some point.

At every point, operative effective free will is complete in supramundane souls both with regard to
matter and with regard to Idea; but, at every point, it is also completely inexistent in humans with regard
to Idea as any human is (at every point) both completely endowed with suspensible-kind operative
effective free will with regard to matter—and, with regard to Idea, completely endowed with operative
willingness completely subjected to his ideational essence’s will. The endowment with suspensible-
kind operative effective free will (with regard to matter) is part of the substantial essence in a human;
but said endowment both implies that the (complete) loss of willingness in a human cannot but be part
of a ceasing-to-exist in the latter and that the (complete) suspension of operative effective free will
(with regard to matter) in a human cannot be part of a ceasing-to-exist in the latter. At every point,
God’s will—including when it comes to that part of His will that expresses itself through the way the
sorting, actualizing, pulse operates—is both operative effective free will of a not-suspensible kind with
regard to Idea and, with regard to matter, not-operative effective free will (i.e., willingness
uncharacterized by the slightest effect with one or more material efficient causes); but, for its part, the
ideational essence’s will—including when it comes to that ideational essence that is the sorting,
actualizing, pulse—is both not-operative effective free will with regard to matter and, with regard to
Idea, servile operative will (i.e., willingness in which all objects are forced effects with one or more
ideational efficient causes).

As much God as the supramundane souls are, at every point, endowed with not-suspensible-kind
operative effective free will with regard to Idea; but, at every point, the (respective) will the ideational
essences are endowed with is completely configured by God’s will, which expresses itself through the
ideational essence’s will. Any supramundane soul, through entering that part of the body that is the
brain (whether it is a human’s brain), loses both its willingness and its remembrance of its past existence
in the supramundane realm; but, while some humans are likely (rather than unlikely) to remember
(though only in a sporadic and fuzzy mode) some moments of their soul’s past existence in the
ideational realm, willingness in any human’s mind is irremediably a property of the brain rather than a
property of the soul that entered the brain. Contrary to what Aleister Crowley claims, no part in a
human’s soul is actually divine: a human’s soul is admittedly a spark of God, but a spark that is no more
divine in some of its parts than it is globally divine.

Accordingly, and contrary to what Aleister Crowley claims, fulfilling one’s destiny (as a human) in one’s
soul’s ongoing earthly stay doesn’t lie in the fulfillment of what the purported divine part in one’s soul,
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throughout that earthly stay, wants one to do on the occasion of that earthly stay. Actually the
fulfillment of one’s destiny (as a human) instead lies in the accomplishment of what one’s ideational
essence (in which one’s destiny is engraved) wants one to do on the occasion of one’s soul’s ongoing
earthly stay. Just prior to its embarkation for the earthly stay in question, one’s soul admittedly wants for
the earthly stay in question the fulfillment of one’s ideational essence’s content (and therefore of one’s
ideational essence’s will); but the fact that this coincidence (just prior to one’s soul’s embarkation)
between what one’s soul wants and what one’s ideational essence wants is necessarily presupposed
by one’s soul’s embarkation for one’s soul’s ongoing earthly stay (though not necessarily reiterated at
some point of the earthly stay in question) renders Crowley only partly right in his claim that one’s
destiny’s fulfillment (as a human) lies in fulfilling what the divine part in one’s soul, throughout one’s
soul’s ongoing earthly stay, wants one to want (and to do).

What elevates one’s earthly soul in its ongoing earthly stay indeed lies, as Crowley claims, in
exceptional uniqueness for one’s soul’s ongoing earthly stay; but it should be specified, what Crowley
doesn’t do, that this exceptional uniqueness itself lies in exceptional creativeness (i.e., exceptionally
inspirationally made creation of exceptional novelty in terms of ideas, whether such creation is
translated into other-than-idea matter) and that exceptional creativeness itself lies in exploit and,
accordingly, cannot but be reached in defiance of material subsistence. Love is indeed indispensable,
as implied in Crowley’s precept that “Low is the law, love under will,” to an exceptional uniqueness of
one’s soul’s ongoing earthly stay; but it should be specified, what Crowley doesn’t do, that one kind of
love concerned here is that which consists of praising (rather than denying) the wisdom characteristic of
the cosmic order and of taking part in the repair and completion of the divine creation in strict
compliance with its underlying order. Any soul which is elevating itself through its successive earthly
stays has nothing divine prior to any of its earthly stays nor in any of its earthly stays; but completing its
elevation here below through rendering itself (sufficiently) like-divine-here-below is what renders a
soul divine-in-the-beyond after the elapse of all its successive earthly stays. To make you a star in the
nocturnal firmament, there is no other way than to make you like a star under the daytime sky.

Just like speaking of a strong intrinsically necessary property permanent in a strong intrinsically
necessary mode that is either innate or eternal in a material entity is tantamount to speaking of a
property remaining with intrinsic necessity of the strong kind in a material entity throughout the latter’s
material existence, speaking of a component of the essence is tantamount to speaking of a component
of a certain kind of essence. Just like the essence for any material entity is subdivided into two kinds of
essence, its Idea (i.e., its ideational kind of essence) and its material essence, one way to classify the
material essence’s components (including in the universe’s case) is to distinguish between the natural
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material essence, the substantial natural material essence, and that component of the substantial
natural material essence that is strictly composed of those innate constitutive properties both
intrinsically necessary of the strong kind and permanent with intrinsic necessity of the strong kind that
fall within compositional substratum.

A formal property and a compositional property are respectively a property that, in an entity, deals with
how the entity in question is arranged, shaped, organized, and a property that, in an entity, deals with
what the entity in question is composed of. While a substratum property is a non-existential property
that, in an entity, finds itself endorsing one or more other non-existential properties (whether it is itself
endorsed by one or more other non-existential properties) in the entity in question, an affection
property is a non-existential property that, in an entity, finds itself endorsed by one or more other non-
existential properties (whether it is itself endorsing one or more other non-existential properties) in the
entity in question. Any affection property is either one formal or one that is the sum of one or more
formal and of one or more compositional properties; just like any substratum property is either one
compositional or one that is the sum of one or more formal and of one or more compositional
properties. Any non-existential property falls either within substratum or within affection or within both;
but, no more than any property falling within affection falls within form, not any property falling within
substratum falls within composition. Any compositional property (rather than formal or a compound of
form and composition) and any formal property (rather than compositional or a compound of form and
composition) respectively fall within substratum (rather than within affection) and within affection
(rather than within substratum); just like any property falling within affection or within substratum or
within both—and any property that comes as a compound of form and composition—are respectively
one non-existential (rather than existential) and one falling within substratum or within affection or
within both.

In any material entity (including the universe), the substantial natural material essence includes a
compartment strictly composed of substratum properties, some of which are compositional and others
are a compound of form and of composition; but, no more than those substratum properties in a
material entity that are compositional can be found within what, in the entity in question, stands beyond
the substantial essence, those substratum properties in a material entity that are other than
compositional cannot be found only within the substantial essence. In any material entity (including the
universe), the substantial natural material essence includes a compartment strictly composed of
affection properties, some of which are formal and others are a compound of form and of composition;
but, no more than those affection properties in a material entity that are formal are restricted to those
formal-kind affection properties which, in the entity in question, occupy the substantial essence, those
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affection properties in a material entity that are other than formal cannot be found only within the
substantial essence.

Though Spinoza conceives of the “thought” and of the “extension” as two distinct “attributes” in God, any
of the entities inhabiting any of God’s Spinozian “attributes” can be translated as a material entity in my
language. Two mistakes in Spinoza respectively lie in his refusing to recognize the slightest separation
between God and the universe—and in his pretending to prove God’s existence from God’s constitutive
properties. Just like God is both identical (completely) to the universe and distinct (completely) from the
latter, in that He gets incarnated (completely) into the universe while remaining (completely) external to
the universe, the existence of God in an intrinsically necessary mode—and in a strong-kind intrinsically
necessary eternal mode remaining by intrinsic necessity of the strong kind throughout God’s
existence—is both constitutive of God and not-provable from the fact that His existence in an
intrinsically necessary mode—and His existence in a strong-kind intrinsically necessary eternal mode
remaining by intrinsic necessity of the strong kind throughout His existence—are two existential
properties that fall within His constitutive properties. God’s existence could be proved from His essence
if—and only if—the property of God’s existence were implied by all or part of the non-existential
properties in God; but none of the existential properties in God has something to do with all or part of
His non-existential properties. More about my assessment of the Spinozian approach to God can be
read above.

Another mistake in Spinoza is to confuse what, in its non-existential properties, is constitutive of that
entity that is the universe and what, in its non-existential properties, not only remains in the universe
(throughout its existence) by intrinsic necessity of the strong kind but endorses one or more formal-kind
affections instead of being itself an affection; and, besides, to confuse what, in its non-existential
properties, falls within affection (rather than within substratum) and what, in its non-existential
properties falling within affection (rather than within substratum), falls within the formal component of
affection. What Spinoza respectively calls a “mode” and an “attribute” of the substance that he claims
the universe to be is, thus, respectively a formal affection that isn’t part of the substance’s constitutive
properties (whether it is remaining by strong-kind intrinsic necessity throughout the substance’s
existence); and a compositional substratum-property that is part of the substance’s constitutive
properties and which, besides, remains by strong-kind intrinsic necessity throughout the substance’s
existence.

Besides reducing any affection in any entity (including any substance) to a formal affection and any
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substratum property in any entity (including any substance) to a compositional substratum property,
Spinoza reduces the set of any entity’s constitutive properties (were the entity a substance) to its formal
properties, thus calling “formal essence” the set of any entity’s constitutive properties (were the entity a
substance). Spinoza contradicts himself in that he both believes the set of the formal properties in any
entity (were it a substance) to (strictly) coincide with the set of its constitutive properties—and the set of
the constitutive properties in that kind of entity that is a substance to (strictly) coincide with the set of a
substance’s “attributes.” What’s more, he mistakenly believes the universe to be a substance (i.e., an
intrinsically necessary entity endowed at every point with a strong-kind intrinsically necessary eternity
that remains with strong-kind intrinsic necessity throughout the entity’s existence); and the set of the
universe’s constitutive properties (and, accordingly, the set of a substance’s constitutive properties) to
be an infinite set of “attributes,” i.e., an infinite set of non-existential constitutive properties which are all
compositional (rather than formal or a compound of form and composition), all remaining in the
universe by strong-kind intrinsic necessity, and all endorsing one or more formal affections (rather than
one or more affections other than formal).

No more than the non-existential constitutive properties in the universe entity, in a substance entity, or
in any entity include only those non-existential constitutive properties which, by intrinsic necessity of
the strong kind, remain throughout existence, those non-existential constitutive properties which, by
intrinsic necessity of the strong kind, remain throughout existence exclude neither those non-existential
constitutive properties which, besides remaining by intrinsic necessity (of the strong kind) throughout
existence, fall within affection (whether they fall within substratum as well) nor those non-existential
constitutive properties which, besides remaining by strong-kind intrinsic necessity throughout
existence, fall within the other-than-compositional compartment of substratum. Accordingly, those
non-existential properties in the universe which, besides remaining by strong-kind intrinsic necessity
throughout the universe’s existence, fall within formal affection, which Spinoza judges to be what he
calls “immediate infinite modes,” i.e., formal affections that are remaining by strong-kind intrinsic
necessity throughout the substance’s existence but which are external to the substance’s constitutive
properties, are actually part of the universe’s constitutive properties (without the universe being a
substance).

Yet another mistake in Spinoza is to confuse the universe’s contingent properties with those of the
universe’s contingent properties that are intrinsically (rather than extrinsically) contingent; and to miss,
accordingly, the existence—and inscription within the universe’s field of contingent properties—of those
of the universe’s properties that are extrinsically contingent. Thus Spinoza’s approach to the cosmos
excludes as much the occurrence of the slightest random (rather than forced) effect in the cosmos as
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the presence in the latter of the slightest self-determined willingness (whether it is completely or partly
self-determined) with regard to matter; what is tantamount to excluding as much the occurrence of the
slightest extrinsically contingent property, generally speaking, as the occurrence of the slightest
extrinsically contingent object (whether it is a means or a goal) in the slightest willingness.

Two other mistakes in Spinoza respectively lie in his identifying the “striving to persevere in one’s being”
to a kind of essence he calls “actual essence;” and in his substituting the ideational essence with an
alleged kind of essence he calls “objective essence,” which would consist of the (true) idea one
happens to have of a material entity’s material essence. Just like the idea (whether it is true or wrong)
one happens to have of a material entity’s material essence is itself neither a kind of essence nor a
component of a kind of essence, the “striving to persevere in one’s being,” though it is a property
included within the substantial natural material essence in some material entities, is itself neither a kind
of essence nor a component of a kind of essence. The “striving to persevere in one’s being”—to put
Spinoza’s idea here in more precise terms than those by Spinoza himself: the striving to persevere in
one’s integrity throughout one’s existence—is not a kind of essence; but, instead, a property included
within the material essence in a certain kind of entity characterized by the presence of that striving in its
constitutive properties.

More precisely, the “striving to persevere in one’s being” is really a property included within the
substantial stage of the material essence in a certain kind of entity defined by the presence of that
striving in the substantial stage of its constitutive properties. In the human, that striving coexists at the
substantial essence’s level—and, more precisely, at the instinctual level (in which it exists as an
emotional impulse not necessarily translated into action) included within the human’s wider substantial
essence—alongside the contrary striving to erode one’s integrity. That coexistence is not less beyond
Spinoza’s understanding than is the impossibility of identifying the “striving to persevere in one’s being”
to a genre or component of the essence. Another mistake in Spinoza is to confuse an entity’s
“nature”—whose meaning in Spinoza’s thought and articulation with the Spinozian notion of “formal
essence” are quite unclear—with what “nature” in an entity would be should the entity be wholly intact
throughout its existence.

Thus Spinoza says of “freedom” that it consists for an entity of being and acting by “the sole necessity of
its nature;” though a more precise formulation for Spinoza’s idea here would be that freedom consists
for an entity of being completely—rather than partly—compliant throughout is existence with the
“necessity of its nature,” for which a necessary, sufficient, condition is that the “necessity of its nature” is
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neither wholly nor partly constrained—but instead wholly endured by the entity—throughout its
existence, for which a necessary, sufficient, condition is that the entity remains wholly intact throughout
its existence, for which a necessary, sufficient, condition is that the entity remains uncharacterized by
the slightest cracking-effect with one or more material efficient causes.

In my language, “nature” is clarified as follows. Namely that a material entity’s nature lies in the set of
those of the entity’s constitutive properties (witnessed over the course of its existence) that are
intrinsically necessary whether of the strong kind (namely when their occurrence at some point finds a
necessary, sufficient, condition in the entity’s existence at the concerned point) or of the weak kind
(namely when their occurrence at some point finds a necessary, sufficient, condition in the entity’s
existence and intactness at the concerned point in time). As for that kind of freedom that Spinoza
judged to be the only one existent in the cosmos, which he confusedly defined as the fact of being and
acting by “the sole necessity of its nature,” it is clarified in my language as that kind of freedom
consisting for a material entity of being completely compliant (throughout its existence) with what its
nature would be should the entity remain uncharacterized (throughout its existence) by the slightest
cracking-effect with one or more efficient causes. Any cracking-effect that happens at some point with
regard to one’s intactness (as a material entity) is either an efficiently-caused effect or one for which a
necessary, sufficient, condition lies in the entity’s existence or intactness at the considered point in time.
What I propose to call “virtual nature” in a material entity is what its nature would be should the entity
be completely intact throughout its existence. What is tantamount to saying: what its nature would be
should all the intrinsically necessary properties of the weak kind in the entity be those which would be
witnessed in the case where the entity would be remaining (wholly) intact throughout its existence.

Self-determination in one’s willingness with regard to matter, of which Spinoza wrongly denied the
slightest degree at any point in the human, is another component of the human’s freedom in addition to
that component of the human’s freedom that is the one consisting of remaining wholly uncharacterized
by the slightest cracking-effect with one or more material efficient causes throughout one’s material
existence; but one’s willingness’s self-determination with regard to matter cannot be complete at every
point in a human’s material existence, no more than compliance with one’s virtual nature (or even with
what one’s nature would be should one not endure a single cracking-effect with one or more material
efficient causes throughout one’s material existence) can be complete at some point in a human’s
material existence. Besides his mistake that is his denying the slightest degree of self-determination (at
any point) in the human’s willingness with regard to matter, another mistake in Spinoza lies in his
identification of the human’s body to the human’s mind, thus saying that both are a “same thing”
considered from the respective angle of those two “attributes” that are the “extension” (in the body’s
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case) and the “thought” (in the mind’s case). While the “extension” and the “thought” are, in Spinoza,
conceived of as two realms completely distinct from each other, the body and the mind are, in him,
conceived of as one single entity both belonging completely to the extension realm and belonging
completely to the thought realm.

As for those two sets of effects respectively endured by the body and the mind, they’re, in Spinoza,
conceived of as two parallel sets of effects respectively operating in the “extension” realm only and in
the “thought” realm only; so that any effect endured by the body in the “extension” realm finds its
(complete) equivalent in some effect concomitantly endured by the mind in the “thought” realm, and
reciprocally. On the issue of the relationship between a human’s mind and a human’s body, while
Spinoza is wholly wrong, Descartes is partly right. Just like the mind and the body in the human,
contrary to what Spinoza claims on the issue, are not one single entity considered from the respective
angle of two constitutive properties in a certain substance (i.e., a certain intrinsically necessary entity
eternal in a strong intrinsically necessary mode whose eternity remains throughout its existence by
strong intrinsic necessity) identical to the universe, the mind and the body in the human, contrary to
what Descartes claims on the issue, are not two distinct entities linked to each other through the pineal
gland hosting that (thinking) substance that Descartes claims the soul to be. A human’s mind, instead of
being a substance (as Descartes claims) or even an entity (were it identical to the body as Spinoza
claims), is actually an assemblage composed (strictly) of that ideational entity that is the soul and of that
part of the body that is the brain. As the soul (which neither Descartes nor Spinoza have the lucidity to
distinguish from the mind) is indeed an entity (though it is not a substance) distinct from the body, and
one which, in humans, indeed nests within the pineal gland, Descartes remains partly right against a
completely wrong Spinoza.

Right now I intend to address further my take on freedom. Freedom lies in the fact for an entity
(whether it is material—or ideational) at some point of not enduring, at least at that point in time
(whether time is horizontal—or vertical), the slightest effect with one or more of its causes that are
efficient; and that, whether one or more of the effect’s efficient causes are material rather than
ideational, whether one or more of the effect’s efficient causes are external rather than internal, and
whether the effect itself is forced rather than random. No entity (whether it is material—or ideational)
can be completely free at some point. The component of freedom that is ideational freedom lies in the
fact for an entity (whether it is material—or ideational) at some point of not enduring, at least at that
point in time, the slightest effect with one or more ideational efficient causes (whether the latter are
external—or internal), i.e., the slightest effect finding one or more of its efficient causes in an ideational
entity (whether the latter is another entity than the entity in question).
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As for the component of freedom that is material freedom, it lies in the fact for an entity (whether it is
material—or ideational) at some point of not enduring, at least at that point in time, the slightest effect
with one or more material efficient causes (whether the latter are external—or internal), i.e., the slightest
effect finding one or more of its efficient causes in a material entity (whether the latter is another entity
than the entity in question). As much material freedom as, generally speaking, freedom cannot be
completely experimented (but only experimented to a partial extent) in the human at some point; but,
just like the human is both endowed (at every point in his material existence) with material freedom to a
partial extent and unable to experiment (were it only at some point in time) the slightest degree of
ideational freedom (i.e., unable to experiment, whether completely or partly, the ideational component
of freedom), the supramundane soul is both endowed with complete material freedom (at every point
in its existence) and endowed with partial ideational freedom (at every point in its existence).

The modalities of material freedom include, at least, the volitional-effective, natural, and starlit
modalities of material freedom, which respectively lie in the fact for a volitional entity (whether the
latter is material—or ideational) at some point of not enduring, at least at that point in time, the slightest
forced effect with one or more material efficient causes (whether the latter are external—or internal) in
the field of one’s willingness; the fact for a material entity at some point of not enduring (not only at that
point in time but at every point in its material existence) the slightest cracking-effect with one or more
material efficient causes (whether the latter are external—or internal) in the field of one’s intactness; and
the fact for a conscious volitional material entity at some point of not enduring, at least at that point in
time, the slightest interference-effect with one or more material efficient causes (whether the latter are
external—or internal) in the field of the direct suprasensible reaching of the whole of one’s ideational
essence’s content.

Though freedom (generally speaking) consists for an entity at some point of enduring, at least at that
point in time, not a single effect with one or more efficient causes, the kind of material freedom that is
natural material freedom cannot be (completely) experienced at some point in time without being
(completely) experienced at every point in one’s material existence. The kind of freedom that is
volitional freedom, which contains both a material component and one ideational, consists (for a
volitional entity, i.e., an entity endowed with willingness) of not enduring, at least at some point, the
slightest effect with one or more efficient causes in (the exercising of) one’s willingness; what is
tantamount to not enduring, at least at some point, the slightest effect in (the exercising of) one’s
willingness. Just like the material component of volitional freedom consists of not enduring in (the
exercising of) one’s willingness, at least at some point, the slightest effect with one or more material
efficient causes, the ideational component of volitional freedom consists of not enduring in (the
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exercising of) one’s willingness, at least at some point, the slightest effect with one or more ideational
efficient causes. Just like the component of material volitional freedom that is material volitional-
effective freedom consists for a volitional entity of not enduring, at least at some point, the slightest
forced effect with one or more material efficient causes in (the exercising of) one’s willingness, the
component of ideational volitional freedom that is ideational volitional-effective freedom consists for a
volitional entity of not enduring, at least at some point, the slightest forced effect with one or more
ideational efficient causes in (the exercising of) one’s willingness.

No volitional entity (whether it is material—or ideational) can experiment, at some point, a state of
complete volitional freedom, i.e., experiment, at some point, the absence of the slightest endured effect
(whether the latter is forced—or random) with one or more efficient causes in (the exercising of) one’s
willingness; but as much the ideational essences as the supramundane souls are experimenting, at
every point, a state of complete material volitional freedom, i.e., experimenting, at every point, the
absence of the slightest endured effect (whether the latter is forced—or random) with one or more
material efficient causes in (the exercising of) one’s willingness. No volitional material entity can
experiment ideational volitional freedom (whether it is completely—or only to some extent); but, just
like the supramundane souls are experimenting, at every point, a state of complete ideational
volitional-effective freedom (i.e., experimenting, at every point, the absence of the slightest endured
forced effect with one or more ideational efficient causes in their respective wills), the ideational
essences are experimenting, at every point, the absence of the slightest degree of ideational volitional-
effective freedom (i.e., experimenting, at every point, the absence of the slightest effect with one or
more ideational efficient causes in their respective wills that is other than forced).

In other words, the ideational component of effective free will, i.e., the absence in (the exercising of)
one’s willingness of the slightest endured forced effect with one or more ideational efficient causes, is
completely experimented in the supramundane souls at every point; but, just like the ideational
component of effective free will is neither completely nor partly experimented in the ideational
essences (whatever the point in time considered), the ideational component of effective free will is
neither completely nor partly experimented in the material volitional entities (whatever the point in time
considered). As for the material component of effective free will, i.e., the absence in (the exercising of)
one’s willingness of the slightest endured forced effect with one or more material efficient causes, it is,
at some point, either partly or completely or not at all experimented in any human; but, just like the
material component of effective free will is completely experimented in the supramundane souls at
every point, the material component of effective free will is completely experimented in the ideational
essences at every point. Just like the modality of material effective free will that is present (at every
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point) in the human is suspensible-kind operative-kind material effective free will, the modality of
material effective free will that is present (at every point) in the supramundane soul and in the ideational
essence is of a not-operative kind, i.e., is of a kind consisting of not enduring a single effect (whether
forced or random) with one or more material efficient causes. Just like the modality of operative-kind
ideational effective free will that is present (at every point) in the supramundane soul is both not-
suspensible and praxeologically-random (i.e., not ruled by the slightest praxeological law), the modality
of operative-kind material effective free will that is present (at every point) in the human is both
suspensible and praxeologically-forced (i.e., ruled by a number of praxeological laws). The degree to
which material operative effective free will in humans is suspensible not only varies, at some point,
from a human to another; the degree of suspensibility even varies over the course of one’s lifetime as a
human.

The kind of freedom that is starlit freedom, which consists for a conscious volitional material entity (at
some point) of the direct suprasensible reach of its ideational essence (at least at that point in time),
contains an ideational component, which consists for a conscious material entity of experimenting not a
single ideational interference (i.e., not a single interference with one or more ideational efficient causes)
with the direct suprasensible reach of its ideational essence; just like starlit freedom contains a material
component, which consists for a conscious volitional material entity of experimenting not a single
material interference (i.e., not a single interference with one or more material efficient causes) with the
direct suprasensible reach of its ideational essence. Any supramundane soul is experimenting, at every
point, a direct suprasensible reach of every ideational essence (both taken in isolation and in its
globality) with the absence of the slightest (either ideational or material) interference; but, in humans,
the direct suprasensible reach (what is tantamount to speaking of the direct reach) of some ideational
essence (both taken in isolation and in its globality) is occurring sporadically (rather than at every point)
and, besides, in a mode that is prey to ideational and material interferences (rather than in a mode
uncharacterized with the slightest interference, be the latter ideational or material). What’s more, it is
occurring (when occurring) with an efficiency varying from an individual to another.

While a material entity’s nature, its natural material essence, lies in the sum of all the entity’s intrinsically
necessary properties (whether of the weak kind—or of the strong kind), a material entity’s virtual nature,
its virtual natural material essence, lies in what would be the sum of its intrinsically necessary
properties (whether of the weak kind—or of the strong kind) should all the intrinsically necessary
properties of the weak kind in the entity be those which would be witnessed in the case where the
entity would be remaining (wholly) intact throughout its existence. Whether one speaks of the
ideational essence (i.e., the ideational sum of all the properties of a material entity over the course of its
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existence), the material essence (i.e., the sum of all those properties in a material entity over the course
of its existence that are constitutive), the natural material essence (i.e., the sum of all those constitutive
properties that are intrinsically necessary—whether of the weak kind or the strong kind), or the
substantial natural material essence (i.e., the sum of all those intrinsically necessary constitutive
properties of the strong kind that are both innate and endowed with intrinsically necessary permanence
of the strong kind), a material entity cannot but be in (complete) compliance with its essence. More
precisely, and whether one speaks of the ideational essence, the material essence, the natural material
essence, or the substantial natural material essence, complete compliance with essence is itself an
intrinsically necessary constitutive property of the strong kind that is both innate and endowed with
intrinsically necessary permanence of the strong kind.

Yet, in a material entity, the complete unfolding, concretizing, of the virtual nature (i.e., what would be
the natural material essence in the entity in question in the case where all the intrinsically necessary
constitutive properties of the weak kind in the entity in question would be those witnessed should the
entity be remaining wholly intact throughout its existence) is no guarantee. More precisely, just like a
necessary, sufficient, condition for the complete unfolding, concretizing, of the virtual nature in a
material entity is that the material entity in question remains wholly intact throughout its existence, the
fact that a necessary, sufficient, condition for the complete unfolding, concretizing, of the virtual nature
in a material entity is that the material entity in question remains wholly intact throughout its existence
is itself a substantial natural material property in the entity in question. The compartment of plenitude
that is natural plenitude is that compartment of plenitude consisting for a material entity of being
(throughout its material existence) in (complete) compliance with its virtual nature, i.e., in (complete)
compliance with what its natural material essence would be should all the intrinsically necessary
constitutive properties of the weak kind in the material entity in question be those which would be
witnessed in the case where the entity would be remaining wholly intact throughout its existence. As
for the kind of freedom that is natural freedom, it is the kind of freedom consisting for a material entity
of being (throughout its material existence) in (complete) compliance, not with its virtual nature, but
instead with what its natural material essence would be should the entity’s complete compliance with
its virtual nature be prevented (throughout the entity’s existence) by not a single effect with one or
more efficient causes.

In other words, it is the kind of freedom consisting for a material entity of enduring, throughout its
existence, not a single effect with one or more efficient causes (whether those efficient causes are
material—or ideational) consisting for the entity’s integrity of being eroded. Though freedom (generally
speaking) consists for an entity at some point of enduring, at least at that point in time, not a single
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effect with one or more efficient causes, the kind of freedom that is natural freedom cannot be
(completely) experienced at some point in time without being experienced at every point in one’s
material existence. Not any cracking-effect (with respect to one’s intactness as a material entity) is
efficiently caused; but, just like any interference-effect (with respect to one’s direct suprasensible reach
of the whole of one’s ideational essence as a conscious material entity) is efficiently caused, any object
in one’s willingness (as a volitional entity) is efficiently caused. Just like the component of natural
freedom that is material natural freedom is the kind of material freedom consisting for a material entity
of enduring, throughout its existence, not a single effect with one or more material efficient causes
consisting for the entity’s integrity of being eroded, the component of natural freedom that is ideational
natural freedom is the kind of ideational freedom consisting for a material entity of enduring,
throughout its existence, not a single effect with one or more ideational efficient causes consisting for
the entity’s integrity of being eroded. Just like the degree to which that kind of material freedom that is
natural material freedom can be reached (at some point) in humans is, at best, approximative, the
degree to which that kind of ideational freedom that is natural ideational freedom can be reached (at
some points) in humans is null.

The fact for one’s willingness (as a volitional entity), at some point, of completely self-determining (in its
exercising) is tantamount to the fact for one’s willingness (as a volitional entity), at some point, of
enduring—and only enduring—one or more random (rather than forced) effects with one or more
efficient causes (in its exercising); but the fact of finding oneself (as a volitional material entity), at some
point, in (complete) compliance with one’s material essence is neither tantamount to the fact of finding
oneself (as a volitional material entity), at some point, in (complete) compliance with one’s virtual nature
nor tantamount to the fact of finding oneself (as a volitional material entity), at some point, endowed
(and in complete compliance) with some material essence prohibiting (at every point) the slightest
degree of self-determination in one’s willingness. Those three components of freedom in the human
that are volitional-effective material freedom, natural material freedom, and starlit freedom
respectively deal with one’s willingness (as a volitional entity), one’s intactness (as a material entity), and
the direct suprasensible knowledge of the whole of one’s ideational essence (as a conscious volitional
material entity). Obeying to one’s ideational essence’s will—and obeying to the latter completely rather
than partly—are completly unavoidable in any human being throughout his material existence.
Precisely, starlit freedom does not consist of obeying—whether partly or completely—to the will of
one’s ideational essence; but instead consists of reaching in a direct suprasensible mode (the whole of)
one’s ideational essence (taken in isolation) and, accordingly, what the will of one’s ideational essence
is about. At every point, just like no human being can avoid obeying (and obeying completely) to his
ideational essence’s will, no human being can avoid reaching directly what his ideational essence’s will
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is about to a degree that is, at best, approximative. Just like the degree to which those kinds of freedom
that are material volitional freedom, natural material freedom, and starlit freedom can be reached in
humans at some point is, at best, approximative, the degree to which ideational volitional freedom can
be reached at some point in humans is null.

In his investigating freedom in the human, Spinoza (to put his thought in my language completely) not
only misunderstood natural plenitude (i.e., compliance throughout one’s material existence as a
material entity with one’s virtual nature, i.e., compliance throughout one’s material existence as a
material entity with what one’s nature would be should one remain wholly intact throughout one’s
material existence) to equate natural freedom. He also misunderstood natural freedom (which should
be understood as compliance throughout one’s material existence as a material entity with what one’s
nature would be should one’s integrity, throughout one’s existence, not be prey to a single cracking-
effect with one or more efficient causes) to lie in the fact of finding oneself (throughout one’s material
existence) in compliance with one’s nature (without him even clearly distinguishing one’s nature from
one’s essence); and, accordingly, the degree to which one experiments natural freedom to lie in the
degree to which one finds oneself (throughout one’s material existence as a material entity) in
compliance with one’s nature. What’s more, Spinoza, indeed denying the existence (at any point) of any
other (partly enjoyed) kind of freedom in the human than natural freedom (which he even
misunderstood), misunderstood (the partial enjoyment throughout one’s material existence of) natural
freedom in the human to be never coexistent (in one’s material existence) in the human with the
slightest degree (at some point) of self-determination (with regard to matter) in one’s willingness, i.e.,
the slightest presence (at some point) in one’s willingness of a random rather than forced efficiently-
caused object (with all or part of its efficient causes lying in matter).

A human being, throughout his material existence, cannot but find himself in complete compliance with
his nature; but both the fact for a human being of not finding himself in full compliance with his virtual
nature (i.e., in full compliance—throughout his material existence—with what his nature would be
should all the intrinsically necessary constitutive properties of the weak kind in the human in question
be those which would be witnessed in the scenario with the human in question remaining wholly intact
throughout his material existence) and the fact for a human being of not finding himself in full
compliance—throughout his material existence—with what his nature would be should his integrity
endure throughout his material existence not a single cracking-effect with one or more efficient causes
are completely unavoidable in any human being. Precisely, Spinoza as much missed the distinction
between nature and virtual nature—and the coexistence (throughout one’s material existence) in the
human of (some partial enjoyment of) the natural kind of freedom with (an extent-varying enjoyment of)
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suspensible-kind self-determination in one’s willingness with regard to matter—as he failed to correctly
identify the essence’s different kinds and components, thus missing the ideational kind of essence (in
turn for his belief in what he called the “objective essence”) and the impossibility of identifying the
“conatus” to some kind or component of the essence. As for Crowley, indeed believing (wrongly) the
accomplishing of one’s destiny (as a human individual) to be completely dependent on the knowing
(and espousing) of one’s destiny, he misunderstood starlit freedom (which should be understood as the
direct suprasensible knowledge of one’s ideational essence—and therefore of one’s destiny here
below—as a conscious volitional material entity without the slightest interference, whether ideational or
material) to lie in (complete) compliance (throughout one’s material existence) of one’s will as a human
with what one’s will (throughout one’s material existence) would be should one be completely knowing
(and espousing) one’s destiny here below. Just like no human being can ever find himself in complete
compliance with his virtual nature at some point of his material existence, no human being can ever find
himself in infringement (whether completely or partly) with his ideational essence at some point of his
material existence.
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